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For immediate release:

BRETT WALLACE: AMAZING INDUSTRIES
@ SPRING/BREAK Art Show 2018
MARCH 6 – 12, 2018

4 Times Square (entrance at 140 West 43rd Street)
Room 2250
COLLECTORS PREVIEW | TUESDAY MARCH 6, 11am-5pm
VERNISSSAGE | TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 5pm-9pm
SHOW DATES | MARCH 7 - 12, 2018, 11am - 6pm

Brooklyn, NY - SILAS VON MORISSE gallery is pleased to participate at SPRING/BREAK Art Show with BRETT WALLACE: AMAZING
INDUSTRIES , March 6 – 12, 2018, 4 Times Square, New York, NY. ROOM 2250, 22nd Floor.
SPRING/BREAK Art Show 2018 curatorial theme is, STRANGER COMES TO TOWN, based around the adage ‘There are only two stories:
a hero goes on a journey; a stranger comes to town’. America has consistently mobilized against the other—yet more than any other
country, we are an entire nation of Strangers. Against the backdrop of our current national divides, curators will explore notions of
foreignness, migration, and assimilation, and the tensions of this mating of opposites.
AMAZING.INDUSTRIES has encroached upon the town with its massive fulfillment center bringing the promise of new jobs and
disrupting the culture and demographics of the town. AMAZING INDUSTRIES is an immersive installation by BRETT WALLACE.
SPRING/BREAK visitors will visit the recreated and metaphorical fulfillment center and its company store. Visitors will venture into the
paradise of AMAZING.INDUSTRIES, a mega corporation and ongoing artwork exploring and documenting the precarious future of work,
revealing the stories of warehouse and gig economy workers and exploring new possible futures.
Upon entering the fulfillment center / gift store, visitors see AMAZING.INDUSTRIES employees in custom branded uniforms. One
employee is there to assist visitors with entering a VR experience where they can play fetch with a mechanical dog inside the factory.
Video monitors loop videos from the company, including a tour of the company's new floating factory and interviews with Mechanical
Turk workers. For once, the hidden spaces behind the Automaton where this work is done are revealed, showing the everyday,
anonymous, precarious nature of these jobs. Another employee is at a work desk performing real human intelligent tasks on Mechanical
Turk (for viewers to see this type of digital work live) - and, at times, marketing AMAZING.INDUSTRIES online.
The hashtag #amazingindustries shares the most recent research and photos from a new, downloadable e-zine
on http://www.amazing.industries. The e-zine is based on research the artist conducted by creating paid tasks for Mechanical Turk workers to
share their experiences of what it is like to work on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.
The walls are covered with the company logo, along with drone delivery prints and home workspaces. A shelf and a clothing
rack showcases new merchandise from AMAZING.INDUSTRIES including the company's branded hats, t-shirts, tote bags, mugs, custom
boxes and a 3D printed workspace.
AMAZING.INDUSTRIES is an ongoing conceptual art project exploring possible futures of work that are more humane and equal.
AMAZING.INDUSTRIES was founded by Brett Wallace.
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BRETT WALLACE
(American, b. 1977 in Boston, MA. Lives and works in New York City)
Brett Wallace is an artist whose practice involves a multi-level exploration of the future of work. His work involves conceptual
interventions through video, narrative storytelling and installation. He is currently represented by SILAS VON MORISSE Gallery, where his
first solo exhibition in New York took place in 2016. This was followed by a solo exhibition at TFNF (This Friday or Next Friday) in 2016.
These exhibitions examined the social issues of work in the increasingly automated fulfillment centers that enable Internet commerce.
Wallace is currently launching at SPRING/BREAK 2018, AMAZING.INDUSTRIES, an ongoing conceptual art project exploring possible
futures of work that are more humane and equal. Wallace is a member of NEW INC for 2017-2018, the world’s first museum-led
incubator, led by the New Museum.
Wallace has studied technology’s impact on society throughout his career. He holds a BFA from UMass Amherst, is an alumnus of
Harvard Business School and is pursuing an MFA at the Maryland Institute College of Art. In 2014, he founded “The Conversation
Project”, an interview series at the intersection of art, technology and economy.

Please contact the gallery for studio visits, inquiries, images and interview info@silasvonmorisse.com

Instagram @springbreakartshow @brettwallacenyc @silasvonmorisse @mturkarchive
Hashtags #springbreakartshow #brettwallacenyc #amazingindustries #silasvonmorisse #futureofwork

BRETT WALLACE, AMAZING INDUSTRIES VIRTUAL FACTORY ,
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